
Oilseed Rape
Establishment Systems



Chafer Machinery Ltd was established in
2000 to design and build a range of high
performance trailed sprayers and demountable
spray packs for professional farmers and
contractors. Building on over 100 years of
experience in spraying and liquid application,
Chafer Machinery offer custom built sprayers
for each individual customer.

In 2002, Chafer Machinery Ltd acquired
Horstine Farmery. Horstine Farmery is a
world leader in the design and manufacture of
highly accurate equipment for the application
of granular pesticides, fertiliser and seeds.
In the 60 years since the company was
established markets have been developed in
every continent and it’s products have gained
a well deserved reputation for accuracy
and durability.

Chafer Machinery Group is in a unique position
to offer tailored liquid and granular application
solutions for the agricultural industry.

The key question of how an oilseed rape crop can be established to achieve maximum yields, while
minimising costs is something the Chafer Machinery Group have been working on since 2002. This work
in conjunction with cultivator manufacturers and growers has resulted in the development of a full range of
oilseed rape establishment systems designed to reduce input costs, establishment costs and labour.
These systems accurately and precisely apply seed; fertiliser and slug pellets to give the oilseed rape crop
the best possible chance of healthy and vigorous establishment.

Introduction to Oilseed Rape
Establishment Systems
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Oilseed rape is a crop whose average yields in the UK have not increased

inline with the potential of improved variety development over the past

decade. In part, this has been due to establishment techniques which have

countered these varietal improvements resulting in fairly static yields. One

example of this is broadcasting onto the previous crop stubbles with no

structuring, leading to poor root growth where compaction is present. Where

OSR is established using appropriate cultivation based techniques, trials

show significantly higher yields are possible.

What Cultivations?

An oilseed rape crop can be established in a variety of ways, ranging from
broadcasting seed onto stubble behind the combine, through to a
plough/drill based cultivation system. There are many variations in between,
but research shows that using a tined cultivator or subsoiler provides enough
cultivation to create a seedbed, without unnecessarily disturbing the soil.

In this system a front tine cultivates a strip of soil, with the OSR seed then
precisely metered into this cultivated area. The soil is then consolidated by a
following packer or rolled as a separate operation. This method has the
following benefits:

• Soil below seed is not compact allowing free drainage and root passage

• Moisture is retained for fast and consistent germination

• Minimises concentrations of straw and chaff residues

• High work rates and excellent timeliness thanks to single pass

establishment

• Cultivations only occur in seeding/rooting zones, minimising

unnecessary weed chit

• Nutrients can be easily targeted at the rooting area

• Wider rows increase light penetration and encourage the crop to branch

Cultivation Based OSR Seeding Techniques

Deep working tine removes compaction for excellent root growth

Seed is precisely metered into the moist, cultivated soil

Consolidation gives excellent seed to soil contact

Optional slug pellet application protects emerging plants4
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Adding Nutrients at Establishment
Achieving good oilseed rape crop establishment is a matter of getting several factors in place but, above all, the crops ability to
develop a strong root system. From its emergence the oilseed rape plant has a very primary root system until the tap root
develops 2-3 weeks later. In this early phase of root development, it is essential that there are adequate supplies of easily
available nutrients. By applying nitrogen, phosphate and potash in a band where the seed is drilled a concentrated pool of
nutrients is easily accessible for the young plant.

Growers have the option of applying solid fertiliser using Horstine’s AirStream (see page 12) or liquid fertiliser using Chafer’s
Quickstart (see page 10) to the rooting zone during establishment, giving the plants a pre winter boost. This banding of
fertiliser inline with the row of plants has also been shown to potentially reduce spring fertiliser requirements.

Band Fertiliser Application - The Benefits

• Reduces fertiliser rates

• Lowers spring nitrogen requirements

• Helps development of the tap root

• Aids compliance with NVZ regulations

• Does not feed the weeds between the rows

• Removes the requirement for another pass

Liquid fertiliser
application

No nitrogen applied
at drilling

Solid fertiliser
application

Nitrogen applied
at drilling

Nutrients content demand of Winter Oilseed Rape

The nutrient uptake of oilseed rape is very different from that of wheat or barley. Oilseed rape crops have a high demand for
nitrogen in August and September and then again from late February into March and April as can be seed from the graph below.
By applying nitrogen, phosphate and potash directly where the seed is drilled and making it easily accessible, a “grow bag”
situation is created for the small plants allowing them to get off to the best possible start.

Nutrient content demand of WOSR
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Precision Oil Seed Rape Establishment

Horstine ProSeed is a precision seeder designed for the application of oil seed rape. ProSeed features a steel 200L hopper, twin pneumatic fans
and Horstine’s precision metering system, guaranteeing perfect application across the cultivators full width. The Horstine Wizard automatic rate
controller allows in cab control of seed rates tailored to individual soil conditions, crop variety and slug populations. The ProSeed system can be
fitted to most subsoilers or cultivators on the market, with metering outlets easily blanked off to match their configurations.

ProSeed Benefits
• 200L steel hopper

• Automatic rate control

• Precision metering

• Easy setup & operation

ProSeed

Internal hopper sieve Quick & simple calibration200L steel hopper Banding outlet Low level sensor

Precision Metering

Horstine’s precision metering system provides extremely accurate application of
oil seed rape, with each seed outlet being fed by its own individual rotor. This
system of metering provides guaranteed application accuracy across the full
width of the machine and can run at the very low rates required when planting
hybrid varieties.

Easy Setup & Operation

Seed calibration on the ProSeed is a quick and simple job. Remove the
calibration tray cover and press the prime button until a quantity of seed is
collected. Weigh the seed, input this figure into the controller and calibration is
complete. ProSeed can also be setup for use on a variety of cultivators, with the
number of outlets easily adjustable. A headland lift switch comes fitted as
standard to automatically shut off the metering when the cultivator is lifted at
the headland.

200L Steel Hopper

ProSeed features a durable 200L powder coated steel hopper, featuring an
internal filter to prevent debris getting into the metering unit. A low level sensor is
standard fitment and alerts the operator when a refill is required by sounding an
alarm on the in cab controller. Any extra seed that remains in the hopper can be
easily removed via the drain port.

Automatic Rate Control

The Horstine Wizard application controller comes fitted as standard and is used
to precisely adjust metering rotation speed to compensate for changes in forward
speed. Wizard also allows the rate to be changed quickly from inside the cab,
adjusting seed rate to suit soil conditions, crop variety and slug populations. For
more information on the full range of rate controllers offered please see page 14.
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ProSeed Standard Specification Optional Equipment

200L stainless steel hopper with hinged lid Horstine Apollo rate controller (variable rate ready)

8 outlet metering unit for OSR seed Radar speed sensor

Electrically driven metering Broadcast application outlets

Electrically driven twin fans Band application outlets

Horstine Wizard rate controller Range of cultivator fitting kits

ISO speed cable or GPS speed sensor

Low hopper sensor

Headland cutout switch
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Twin Air

Split hopper Banding outlet Broadcast outlet Metering cassette Hopper drain port

One pass cultivation, seeding and slug pellet application

Horstine Twin Air applies oilseed rape and slug pellets simultaneously without the need for pre mixing. The unique metering system allows the operator to
precisely control oilseed rape and slug pellet application tailored to individual soil conditions, crop variety and slug populations. With increasing focus on the
accuracy of slug pellet application to minimise the occurrence of metaldehyde in watercourses, Twin Air offers a guaranteed method of precise application and
can be fitted to most cultivators available on the market.

Twin Air Benefits
• Combines three operations in one pass saving fuel and labour

• Increases the accuracy of slug pellet application

• Saves separate pass to apply slug pellets

Stainless Steel Hopper

Twin Air features a unique split hopper design enabling oilseed rape and slug pellets to be
applied simultaneously without the need for pre mixing. A variable position partition allows the
300L hopper to be spilt to carry a 50/50 or 33/67 product ratio. Low level sensors are
available as an option to warn the operator when the hopper is below 15% full. For further
versatility the hopper can also be used to apply micro granular fertiliser in place of slug pellets
while cultivating or to apply Avadex while drilling or rolling.

Hydraulic metering

The Twin Air’s positive displacement metering units are driven by hydraulic motors. Two
metering variations are available. For growers wishing to apply a fixed ratio of seed to slug
pellets, a single hydraulic motor drives the metering unit for both oilseed rape and slug pellets.
In this situation, if the oilseed rape rate is increased the slug pellet rate increases proportionally
by the same amount. Where seed rates and slug pellets need to be fine tuned for individual
fields; crop varieties or slug populations, then independent hydraulic drives are used to meter
seed and pellets individually.

Horstine Wizard Application Control

The Horstine Wizard application controller is used to precisely adjust metering rotation speed
to compensate for alterations in implement speed. A fixed application ratio Twin Air uses a
single Horstine Wizard but for independent product control two Horstine Wizards are used, one
for oilseed rape and one for slug pellets. Twin product control also allows slug pellets to be
switched off around sensitive areas close to watercourses and in areas of low slug populations.

Seed and Slug Pellet Application

Twin Air is fitted as standard with two eight outlet metering units. Each outlet can be blanked
off where necessary to work in conjunction with a wide variety of cultivators. A hydraulically
driven fan applies seed and slug pellets uniformly and evenly on cultivators up to 6m in width.
A range of application outlets are available to apply seed or pellets in bands or broadcast
across the width of the cultivator. An optional implement lift switch automatically controls
oilseed rape and slug pellet application as the cultivator is lifted in and out of work.
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Twin Air Standard Specification Optional Equipment

300L stainless steel hopper with hinged lid Independent product control

8 outlet metering for OSR seed Low hopper sensors

8 outlet metering unit for slug pellets Headland cutout switch

Choice of 33/67 or 50/50 hopper partitions Horstine Apollo rate controller (variable rate ready)

Hydraulically driven metering Radar speed sensor

Fixed ratio product control Broadcast application outlets

Hydraulically driven fan with self cleaning air filter Band application outlets

Horstine Wizard rate controller Range of cultivator fitting kits

ISO speed cable or GPS speed sensor Metering cassettes for micro granular fertilisers

Metering cassettes for granular chemicals (Avadex)
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Mounting Options

A big potential issue for many band fertiliser systems is where to mount the tank. Most
cultivators are pulled by high horse power tractors often on tracks. This limits tank
mounting options. One solution is to mount the tank on the cultivator. However, many
cultivators do not have the room to mount a tank and the extra weight can cause
problems with weight distribution and lift weight on the three point linkage. Chafer
Quickstart is available in a variety of mounting options engineered to provide high tank
capacities but also to balance weight distribution.

Tank, Pump and Plumbing

A variety of tank options are available ranging from 1000L fibreglass up to a 2000L
stainless steel tank. All Quickstart kits are fitted with a high flow centrifugal pump
designed for rapid tank filling. This pump also is designed to cope with low flow rates
while band spraying. Simple to operate valves allow the operator to fill direct from a
bowser, discharge to a bowser and to spray. A direct filling port to fill direct from a
pump feed bowser is fitted as standard.

Application Control

All Quickstart kits are supplied with an application controller to adjust spraying pressure
as the forward speed of the implement changes. This system ensures that a consistent
and even rate of fertiliser is applied across the field. Implement forward speed is
measured using a GPS speed sensor which is supplied with the Quickstart system.

Fertiliser Application

Precisely targeted fertiliser application is essential to gain the maximum benefit from the
band placement principle. Quickstart kits are supplied with fertiliser streaming nozzles
which produce a precise stream of liquid. This stream of liquid is not affected by wind
and spray drift as with conventional spraying nozzles allowing for application in all
conditions. Nozzles can be positioned anywhere on the cultivator, allowing growers to
precisely target nutrients.

Quickstart

Front linkage mounted -
1000L fibreglass &

1500L/2000L stainless
steel tanks

Front linkage mounted
with weight block

mounting points - 1000L
fibreglass tank

Sandwich frame for
trailed cultivators -
1000L fibreglass tank

Sumo trailed Trio
mounting -
1000L/1500L

stainless steel tanks

Band application
nozzle unaffected in
windy conditions

Band Application of Liquid Fertiliser

Chafer Quickstart applies a precise band of liquid fertiliser when establishing oilseed rape in bands during field cultivation.
This precise application provides nutrients for strong tap root growth as well as preventing weeds from gaining access to nutrients.
Various tank mounting options are available to suit a wide range of cultivators and tractors. Simple plumbing with an accurate
application control system ensures accuracy.
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Quickstart Standard Specification Optional Equipment

Hydraulic hose kit 1000L fibreglass tank - Front linkage - Weight frame

Pump filling port 1000L fibreglass tank - Sandwich frame

Fast fill & discharge ports 1500L & 2000L stainless tanks - Front linkage

Pressure filter 1000L & 1500L stainless tanks - Sumo Trio

Spraymaster rate controller (pressure based) Delta 34i rate controller (variable rate ready)

ISO speed cable or GPS speed sensor Radar speed sensor

1000L fibreglass tank - Front linkage Headland cutout switch

Hydraulically driven centrifugal pump Individual nozzle bodies

Headlights with indicators

Placement tines for potato planters
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AirStream

Precision Fertiliser Application

Horstine’s precision metering system provides extremely accurate application of solid
fertilisers, with each product outlet being fed by its own individual rotor. This system of
metering provides guaranteed application accuracy across the full width of the machine.
Application rates can be varied from very low rates to suit OSR establishment, to higher
rates used in vegetable crops.

Easy Setup & Operation

Calibration on the AirStream is a quick and simple job. Remove the calibration cover
and press the prime button until a quantity of fertiliser is collected in the tray (provided).
Weigh the fertiliser, input this figure into the controller and calibration is complete. When
you finish using the AirStream at the end of the day, any extra fertiliser can be quickly
drained via the hopper port, to prevent moisture build up overnight.

Multiple Use

As well as placing fertiliser during the establishment of oil seed rape and cereals,
AirStream can also be used for:

• Placement during potato planting

• Inter row & banding in vegetable crops

• Broadcast application during cereal establishment

• Bed top application for potato and vegetable crops

Rate controllers

The Horstine Wizard application controller comes fitted as standard and is used to
compensate for changes in forward speed. Wizard also allows the rate to be changed
quickly from inside the cab, adjusting fertiliser rates to suit soil conditions. The Horstine
Apollo controller is available for customers wishing to upgrade to Variable Rate Control.

Banding outlets apply
fertiliser in line with seed

Stainless steel hoppers
available in 1600L & 2200L

Hydraulically driven fan,
metering and agitation

system

AirStream can apply
fertiliser in a variety of
crop establishments

Internal hopper sieves
and aggressive agitation

Band Application of Solid Fertiliser

Horstine AirStream uses a high capacity hydraulically driven fan to distribute solid fertiliser in an accurate band in line with the sub
soiling tine during oil seed rape establishment. This can offer the same benefits as liquid fertiliser application at planting, without the
need to setup liquid fertiliser storage facilities for those growers not already using liquid formulations. AirStream can also use cheaper
grades of solid fertiliser, making establishment more cost effective when compared to high quality granular fertilisers or liquid options.
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Airstream Standard Specification Optional Equipment

1600L stainless steel hopper with filling screens 2200L stainless steel hopper option

6 outlet stainless steel metering unit Horstine Apollo rate controller (variable rate ready)

Hydraulically driven metering Radar speed sensor

Hydraulically driven fan Low hopper sensor

Hydraulically driven agitation system Headland cutout switch

Horstine Wizard rate controller Band application outlets

ISO speed cable or GPS speed sensor Broadcast application outlets

6m & 10m hydraulically folding booms

Placement tines for potato planters
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Horstine Wizard

The Wizard is Horstine’s entry level application rate controller.
Designed to automatically adjust the application rate as the
machines forward speed varies, giving extremely accurate
application in all conditions.

Horstine Apollo

Horstine’s Apollo controller has all the functionality of the smaller
Wizard controller, but with a lot more on top. Larger displays and
enhanced control menus make the Apollo extremely easy to use,
with added functionality and memory options. Variable rate control
is an option on the Apollo allowing products to be variably applied
to predefined field maps.

Wizard Apollo

Information Displayed Target application rate (kg/ha or seeds/m2) • •

Actual application rate (kg/ha or seeds/m2) • •

Speed (km/h) • •

Tank volume (l) No •

Fan speed (rpm)

Metric/Imperial units • •

Application Control Boost mode of target rate • •

Variable rate control No

Pre-start function • •

Calibration/Testing Simple calibration procedure • •

Simulated speed for testing No •

Alarms Over/under application alarm • •

Tank contents alarm •

Shaft speed alarm • •

Memory Counters Individual field memories (max 75) No •

Volume applied - Part & Total (kg) • •

Area applied - Part & Total (ha) • •

Speed Sensor ISO speed cable • •

GPS speed sensor

Radar speed sensor

Specifications:

Standard Optional

•

Solid Application Control Systems
Suits the following applicators: ProSeed, Twin Air & AirStream

Apollo

Wizard
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Chafer Spraymaster

The Spraymaster automatic rate controller allows precise control of
liquid fertiliser rates from inside the cab. Offering simple calibration
and operation, Spraymaster varies the application rate according
to the forward speed of the implement, with rate adjustment
possible without leaving the tractor seat.

Chafer Delta 34i

On top of the functionality offered by the Spraymaster, the Delta
34i adds improved operation and the option of variable rate
application. A large backlit display and simple menus increase the
ease of operation, with further information and memory functions
available to maximise productivity and record keeping.

Spraymaster Delta 34i

Regulation Mode Pressure sensor • •

Information Displayed Target application rate (l/ha) • •

Actual application rate (l/ha) • •

Speed (km/h) • •

Spray pressure (bar) • •

Nozzle selected No •

Tank volume (l) No •

Remaining sprayable area in tank (ha) No •

Spraying Control Electronic nozzle calculator No •

Programmable nozzles No •

Boost mode of target rate • •

Variable rate control No

Fertiliser specific gravity correction No •

Calibration/Testing Simple calibration (jug test procedure) • •

Simulated speed for testing • •

Alarms Over/under application alarm • •

Spray pressure alarm No •

Tank contents alarm No •

Memory Counters 2 channel memory No •

Individual field memories No •

Volume applied - Part & Total (L) • •

Area applied - Part & Total (ha) • •

Speed Sensor ISO speed cable • •

GPS speed sensor

Radar speed sensor

Specifications:

Standard Optional

•

Liquid Application Control Systems
Suits the following applicators: Quickstart

Spraymaster

Delta 34i



Every effort has been made to ensure that the information in this publication is as
current and accurate as possible. However, inaccuracies, errors or omissions may
occur and details of the specifications may be changed at any time without notice.
Therefore, all specifications should be confirmed with your Chafer dealer or Chafer

Machinery Ltd prior to any purchase. Photographs may contain machines
fitted with optional equipment.

Designed and produced by www.edgeinteractive.org.uk
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Chafer Machinery Ltd

1 Cow Lane • Upton

Gainsborough • Lincolnshire • DN21 5PB

T: 01427 838341 • F: 01427 838507

sales@cropsprayers.com • www.cropsprayers.com


